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Abstract Information hiding is an active area of research where secret information is embedded
in innocent-looking carriers such as images and videos for hiding its existence while maintaining
their visual quality. Researchers have presented various image steganographic techniques since the
last decade, focusing on payload and image quality. However, there is a trade-off between these
two metrics and keeping a better balance between them is still a challenging issue. In addition, the
existingmethods fail to achieve better security due to direct embedding of secret data inside images
without encryption consideration, making data extraction relatively easy for adversaries.
Therefore, in this work, we propose a secure image steganographic framework based on stego
key-directed adaptive least significant bit (SKA-LSB) substitution method and multi-level cryp-
tography. In the proposed scheme, stego key is encrypted using a two-level encryption algorithm
(TLEA); secret data is encrypted using a multi-level encryption algorithm (MLEA), and the
encrypted information is then embedded in the host image using an adaptive LSB substitution
method, depending on secret key, red channel,MLEA, and sensitive contents. The quantitative and
qualitative experimental results indicate that the proposed framework maintains a better balance
between image quality and security, achieving a reasonable payload with relatively less compu-
tational complexity, which confirms its effectiveness compared to other state-of-the-art techniques.
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1 Introduction

With increasing transmission of sensitive information over the public network BInternet^,
security of sensitive contents is becoming more challenging and have been enthusiastic area of
research since last decades. Cryptography which is the process of encrypting sensitive informa-
tion into scrambled messages, has been used as a solution to information security for ages [41].
However, the main problem in cryptographic methods is the meaningless form of encrypted
messages, making them suspicious enough to attract adversaries’ attention, which consequently
can be modified or decrypted based on powerful cryptanalysis systems [2]. This problem can be
resolved by employing information hiding methods such as Bsteganography ,̂ aiming to protect
sensitive information during transmission while minimizing security breaches [24].

Steganography is a Greek origin word meaning protected writing. It is a special branch of
information hiding and is considered as an art of science for invisible communication, aiming
an imperceptible hiding of a secret message inside a cover image whose existence is known to
the sender and receiver only [14]. The basic elements of steganography include a carrier
object, a message, an embedding mechanism, and a stego key for better security. A carrier
object can be an image, audio, video, and text. Steganography can be used for a wide range of
applications such as safe circulation of secret data in military and intelligence agencies,
improving mobile banking security, online voting security, and covert communication between
two communicating bodies [7, 50]. Steganography has many fruitful applications, however, it
can also be quite dangerous as hackers can utilize it for sending viruses and Trojans with
intension of compromising sensitive systems. Further, this technology can also be used by
terrorists and criminals for exchanging their secret information [6].

Different terminologies are used in reference to image steganography. Host/cover image is
the original image with no hidden secret data; the resultant image with encoded secret
information is referred as stego image; and, stego key is a secret key, utilized in the embedding
process, increasing security. Secret data can be a simple text message, an image, audio, or
video. Payload is the quantity of secret data that can be successfully hidden inside a cover
object without producing visual artifacts in stego images. Payload is measured in terms of bits
per pixel (bpp). The payload of a steganographic algorithm is 1bpp, if 1 bit of data is hidden in
each pixel. The size of the payload is directly proportional to the strength of steganographic
algorithm and vice versa [41]. The term robustness in the context of steganography describes
the firmness of a steganographic algorithm against different types of simple and statistical
attacks. A steganographic algorithm is considered to be more robust if the data embedded in
the cover image is neither extracted nor modified easily by image processing operations, e.g.,
image rotation, noising, cropping, and scaling but robustness is usually addressed in
watermarking techniques due to their concern with copyright protection [28]. The term
imperceptibility refers to undetectability which is measured by various image quality assess-
ment metrics (IQAMs) such as peak-signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR), structural-similarity-index-
metric (SSIM), and root-mean-square-error (RMSE). A steganographic method is highly
imperceptible if it produces stego images with minimum possible distortion after intentionally
concealing data such that it cannot be easily detected by the human visual system
(HVS) [22, 26].
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 Considering the mechanism of data embedding, image steganography techniques are
generally classified into spatial domain and transform domain. The former is based on direct
modification of pixel intensities, having larger embedding capability with slight degradation of
image quality. These methods are less robust as the embedded data cannot be fully recovered if
stego images are exposed to image manipulation and simple attacks like filtering, cropping,
compression, rotation, noise addition, and translation which is its limitation. Some spatial
domain methods include LSB substitution methods [32, 39, 46, 54], pixel-value-differencing
methods [51, 53], tri-way-pixel-value-differencing method [29], gray-level modification
methods [1, 33], edges-based embedding methods [9, 19, 21, 31, 47], pixel indicator tech-
niques (PIT) [51, 53], and pixel-pair-matching method [20]. The latter domain of techniques is
based on utilization of transformed co-efficients for message concealment, having minimum
vulnerability to various attacks. Some well-known techniques of this category include discrete
wavelength transform method [10], discrete cosine transform method [43], discrete Fourier
transform method [8], and integer contour transform method [16]. Transform domain
methods are more robust compared to spatial domain, making them more suitable for
watermarking purposes such as copyright protection [28]. The major drawback of such
methods is their lower payload and huge computational complexity, failing to maitain a
better balance between image quality, payload, efficiency, and security, hence making them
not a favourite option for real-time security applications. With these drawbacks in mind, we
have developed our framework based on spatial domain and are considering only spatial
domain methods.

Since the last decade, researchers have presented a large number of spatial domain
stegangoraphic methods. Least significant bit (LSB) replacement is the most well-known
scheme in which the LSBs of the host image are replaced with message, producing relatively
good quality marked images. However, its simplicity and imbalance modification of pixels
make its detection relatively easy for steganaylsis methods [4]. This limitation is minimized by
LSB-matching (LSBM) scheme [31] by adding/subtracting a numerical one to the host image’s
pixels based on the secret message, reducing the chances of detectability but still leaving some
distortion on marked images. LSBM revisited (LSBMR) [32] improves the LSBM scheme by
taking into consideration the relationship between a pair of two pixels for concealing two bits
at a time, reducing the distortion rate up to 0.325 from 0.5 bpp for marked images. Luo et al.
[31] further reduced the detectabilty by combining LSBMR with edge based data hiding
mechanism, selecting regions of cover image adaptively for message concealment as per
requirment. These reviewed schemes are susceptible to several problems such as: i) direct
embedding of senstive information into the host image without any encryption consideration,
enabling attackers to extract the secret messages relatively more easily once the embedding
algorithm is cracked, ii) visual distortions in stego images are generated as a result of using
ineffecient embedding algorithms, maximizing the chances of detection by human visual
system, and iii) lack of maintaining an acceptable balance between image quality, payload,
computational complexity, and security, making them less suitable for real-time and top-secret
security applications.

In this paper, we address these problems by proposing an efficient framework for color
images in spatial domain, utilizing adaptive LSB replacement mechanism with multi-level
cryptography. The major contributions of this research work are summarized as follows:

1. A secure image steganographic framework combining the stregths of steganography and
cryptography while maintaining a better balance between image quality, payload, and
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 security, making this framework more suitable for real-time and top-secret level security
applications.

2. Encryption of sensitive information using MLEA prior to data hiding process,
introducing an extra barrior for attackers, hence keeping secret information
more secure even if the underlying stegangoraphic algorithm get cracked. In
addition, the secret key utilized in MLEA is also encrypted using TLEA,
providing relatively additonal security and making the extraction more chal-
lenging for adversaries.

3. Data hiding using stego key-direcred adaptive LSB substitution method
(SKA-LSB), producing better visual quality stego images, which in turn
minimizes the detectability by HVS. Furthermore, the method adaptively
embeds data in different channels of the host image based on embedding
key, red channel, and encrypted sensitive information, extending further its
security and robustness.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the state-of-
the-art methods whose limitations become a base for our current proposed research work. The
proposed framework is explained in Section 3. Experimental results and discussion are given
in Section 4. Finally, the paper is summarized in Section 5 with its conclusion and future
research outlines.

2 Related work

Literature study reveals that the most simple and popular method to hide secret data
inside an image is LSB replacement method, where secret data is converted into
binary bits, replacing LSBs of the host image. In case of gray-scale images where
each pixel has only one value ranging from 0 to 255 with bit depth of 8 bits, secret
data bits are directly replaced with LSBs of the cover image. In case of color images,
having three channels (red, green, and blue) with bit depth of 24 bits, first, cover
image is divided into three channels and each channel is then utilized for message
hiding which are combined at the end, resulting in stego image. As our proposed
framework uses a special variation of LSB replacement method, therefore, it is
mathematically expressed with sufficient detail for better understanding of the core
idea. Assume a cover image X with bit depth of 8 bits, having n pixels, represented
as Χ =Χ0,Χ1,Χ2,.......Χn − 1 where Χi ∈Χ and i ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...... n − 1}. Assume M as a
secret message, expressed as Μ=Μ0,Μ1,Μ2,......Mn − 1 such that Mi shows a string
of k-bits of the message M for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...... n − 1}. During the embedding mecha-
nism of a message bit Mi into Xi, the pixel Xi is decomposed into two equal portions
including LSBi and MSBi, where Xi =MSBi || LSBi and then LSBi is replaced with Mi

for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...... n − 1}. The output of this process is the marked image Y with pixels
Y= Y0, Y1, Y2,....... Yn − 1 where Yi ∈ Y and i ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...... n− 1}, which can be then sent
to the concerned receiver, transferring the secret message securely.

The idea of LSB based steganography is further explained using a simple example.
Suppose X is a grayscale image consisting of eight pixels [Χ=Χ1,Χ2,Χ3,.......Χ8],
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 having the following values for their decimal and the corresponding binary
representations:

Decimal Binary Decimal Binary Secret letter Binary

X1 = 141 (10001101)2 X2 = 40 (00101000)2 A (01000001)2
X3 = 130 (10000010)2 X4 = 132 (10000100)2
X5 = 118 (01110110)2 X6 = 75 (01001011)2
X7 = 97 (01100001)2 X8 = 119 (01110111)2

Assume M as a secret message such that M = BA^ with binary representation
M= (0100001)2. To hide this secret message M inside the given image X, the LSBs of the
pixels [Χ=Χ1,Χ2,Χ3,.......Χ8] are replaced with the message bits M= (01000001)2. The resul-
tant pixels after embedding process are denoted by Y=Y1,Y2,Y3,.......Y8 with decimal and their
corresponding binary values as follows:

Decimal Binary Decimal Binary Secret letter Binary

Y1 = 140 (10001100)2 Y2 = 41 (00101001)2 A (01000001)2
Y3 = 130 (10000010)2 Y4 = 132 (10000100)2
Y5 = 118 (01110110)2 Y6 = 74 (01001010)2
Y7 = 96 (01100000)2 Y8 = 119 (01110111)2

The bold faced LSBs in the pixels Y=Y1,Y2,Y3,.......Y8 represent the modified pixels,
resulted from embedding process, i.e., pixels [Y=Y1,Y2,Y6,and Y7]. To increase the embed-
ding capacity, more than 1 LSB can be used but it will degrade the visual quality of stego
image which can then be easily detected by the HVS. This relationship between the number m
of LSBs and the visual quality of stego images is illustrated by embedding a secret message
BWelcome to the land of Hospitality, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan^ in the cover image
Lena, and the results are shown in Fig. 1.

LSB replacement method is straightforward and is vulnerable to simple attacks,
therefore, Bailey and Curran nominated an extended version of this approach known
as stego color cycle (SCC) [3] by embedding the message in all three channels of the
color host image in a pre-determined cyclic order. The method uses one channel at a
time for message hiding with channel order R, G, B, R, G, and B and so on till the
end of secret message. The order indicates that red channel of pixel1 will carry the 1st
message bit, green channel of pixel2 will carry the 2nd message bit, and blue channel

m=0 m=1 m=2 m=3 m=4 m=5 

Fig. 1 Illustrating the relationship between number of LSBs (m ∈ [0, 1, 2,….5]) and visual quality of Lena stego
image
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 of pixel3 will carry the 3rd message bit, and so on. In this way, it disperses the
message in three channels, making it slightly better than the simple LSB method, but
its fixed cyclic order of message hiding enables attackers to easily extract the hidden
information. To improve this approach, Muhammad et al. [34] proposed cyclic
steganographic technique with randomization, providing relatively better security than
SCC method.

SCC and Muhammad et al. [34] approaches are better than simple LSB replacement
method in terms of visual quality and security; however, their payload is still small. In this
context, Gutub proposed PIT [18], aiming to increase the payload of existing LSB based
approaches. PIT divides cover image into data and indicator channels, where messages are
embedded in the data channels as indicated by the indicator channel according to the
embedding policy given in Table 1.

PIT achieves the property of robustness by keeping the indicator channel variable
i.e. red, green, and blue channels acting as indicators for pixel one, pixel two, and
pixel three respectively, and so on. The payload capacity of this approach is higher
than LSB based schemes, however its payload decreases, when larger numbers of
LSBs of the indicator channel are 00 in the cover image as shown in Table 1. The
authors in [45] further improved PIT, utilizing partitioning mechanism and distributing
sensitive information based on statistical theory. Karim et al. [36] nominated a new
technique, improving the simple LSB method in terms of security. The embedding
capacity is the same as LSB method that is 1bbp, but security gets improved as data
extraction is infeasible for attackers without having correct secret key. Jassim present-
ed a steganography five modulus method (ST-FMM) [23], which divides cover image
into small blocks, having size of Κ×Κ pixels. The method disperses message in
various blocks of cover image, making its extraction difficult up to some extent.
However, the payload is dependent on window size, covering a limited set of
characters in certain cases which in turn limits its effectiveness for various
applications.

The LSB based data hiding methods discussed so far directly embed a message in
a host image without consideration of smooth or edge area pixels. Tsai and Wu [53]
discovered that edge-area pixels can carry more data, hence they presented the idea of
edges based steganography, resulting in higher payload. Their method was further
improved by authors of [9], utilizing hybrid edge detection mechanism that resulted

Table 1 Policy for embedding process [18]

Indicator channel Data channels

(Intermediate LSB, LSB) Ch1 Ch2

00 No data embedding No data embedding

01 No data embedding 2 secret bits embedding
in 1st and 2nd LSB

10 2 secret bits embedding
in 1st and 2nd LSB

No data embedding

11 2 secret bits embedding
in 1st and 2nd LSB

2 secret bits embedding
in 1st and 2nd LSB
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 from combination of canny and fuzzy edge detectors. The method in [9] achieves
better image quality with the same payload of LSB approach, having resiliency
against statistical analysis based steganalysis systems. This method was extended by
authors of [21] for color images increasing further the embedding capacity. Unlike
Chen et al. [9] scheme, the scheme in [21] uses Sobel edge detector instead of canny.
The major weaknesses of this approach is the overhead of two separate additional
files, containing embedding information such as width and height of the image, the
number of bits changed in each channel of each pixel, and some other parametric
data.

Grover and Mohapatra [17] resolved the problem of the scheme in [21] by incorporating an
edge based adaptive approach for color images with the same aim of increasing the payload.
The method has better security compared to the existing edge based schemes due to division of
message into two different blocks, one for edgy pixels and another for non-edgy pixels, and
traversal of image intensities from central pixels for data embedding. The edge based schemes
discussed so far, produce stego images of fixed quality, limiting their applications. To resolve
this issue, H.R. Kanan and B. Nazeri [26] presented a lossless spatial domain method, where
the image quality is tuneable. It considers steganography as a searching problem and uses
genetic algorithm for finding best positions in the cover image for message embedding,
enhancing the stego quality and payload, however, it lacks security and is computationally
complex.

The literature discussed so far indicates that various techniques have been used for secure
transmission of secret information, focusing on payload, image quality, security, and compu-
tational complexity. The existing schemes are either too naïve or computationally too complex.
The simpler methods are cost-effective, but fail to achieve better image quality and security
with higher payload, restricting their applications in top-secret communication systems. On the
other hand, the more sophisticated methods achieve higher payload with better visual quality
and security; however, such methods are expensive in terms of computation, limiting their
suitability in real-time security applications. Therefore, we propose a cost-effective image
steganographic framework, which maintains a better trade-off between image quality, payload,
security, and computational complexity.

3 The proposed framework

In this section, the proposed framework and its main modules are explained pictorially, making
its novelty clear enough to be easily understood by the readers. The framework is proposed for
color images based on steganography and multi-level cryptography. Unlike other stegano-
graphic systems, which fail to maintain an acceptable level of image quality with a reasonable
payload in a cost-effective manner, our framework has the capability to keep a balance among
image quality, payload, security, and computational complexity. Therefore, the proposed
framework can be used for secure transmission of electronic patient records (EPR) to
healthcare centres, top-secret sensitive communication between intelligence departments,
and private communication, requiring privacy. The schematic representation of the proposed
framework is shown in Fig. 2.

The proposed framework consists of four main sub-algorithms as follows: 1) TLEA is
employed to encrypt secret key, which is then used for encryption in MLEA. 2) MLEA
encrypts secret information using encrypted secret key resulted from TLEA prior to
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embedding process. TLEA and MLEA are developed taking inspiration from [14] and [13] for
the purpose to introduce several barriers for attackers during extraction of secret information,
hence increasing security. Aziz et al. [2] recommends that secret information should be
encrypted by AES algorithm prior to embedding which is used by Nguyen et al. [41], along
with encryption of secret key. However, it is proved by Jinomeiq et al. [25], and Liu et al. [30]
that AES is computationally expensive, hence cannot be used in real-time security applica-
tions. 3) The third embodiment is data embedding algorithm which adaptively hides encrypted
secret data in cover images, resulting in stego images, which can be sent to the concerned
departments and users. 4) Finally, the extraction algorithm extracts the intended information
from stego image at receiver terminal, which can be then used accordingly. These four
algorithms are briefly described in the subsequent sections.

3.1 Two-level encryption algorithm (TLEA)

The TLEA is a simple, but an effective algorithm, aiming to encrypt secret key,
resulting in better security. It consists of two main functions; bitxor and secret
pattern based bits shuffling. Although there exists various encryption algorithms
for such tasks such as AES, DES, and Blowfish, such algorithms require huge
computational cost, limiting their applicability in real-time security applications as
indicated in [12] and [42]. Therefore, we have developed this light-weight but
effective algorithm, which is incorporated in the proposed framework. To clarify
the concept behind TLEA, consider the secret key, K = 32741586. To further sim-
plify the example, only the first digit of secret key is encrypted i.e.
K = 3 = (00000011)2. Apply the bitxor function on secret key bits with logical 1,
i.e., K1 = (K⊕ 11111111) ⇒ (00000011⊕ 11111111) ⇒ (11111100)2. The second step
is to apply secret pattern based bits shuffling algorithm, shuffling the binary bits of
each byte in the secret key. Continuing the above example, shuffle K1 bits according
the Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 Framework of the proposed system
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 Figure 3 shows an example of secret pattern, containing 8 digits, which is used in
the encryption of secret key providing an extra layer of security. It should be noted
that this pattern is not fixed and can be changed as per requirement of the security
application, controlling the encryption level. In example, the K1 bits are shuffled
according to this pattern, i.e., the third bit of K1 is swapped with the sixth bit of
K1; second bit is swapped with eighth bit; seventh bit is swapped with fifth bit; and
fourth bit is swapped with first bit. For ease of understanding, we have repeated the
same process for every character of secret key. The resultant bits obtained after
applying this process on K1 bits are represented by K2 = (10110111)2.

3.2 Multi-level encryption algorithm (MLEA)

The MLEA is used to encrypt the actual secret data in order to make its extraction
from the stego image difficult for an attacker. It is relatively light-weight compared to
AES, DES, and other complex algorithms [12], which is its motivational reason of
choosing. It consists of four processes including (i) bitxor, (ii) blocks division of
secret bits, (iii) secret key based shuffling, and (iv) encrypted secret key based
encryption. The idea of MLEA can be explained with a simple example. Suppose S
is a secret message S = BB^ with binary equivalent S = (01000010)2. First apply the
bitxor operation, i.e., M= (S⊕ 11111111) ⇒ (01000010⊕ 11111111) ⇒ (10111101)2.
The second operation is division of message bits into four blocks. There are several
possibilities for this division, confusing the attacker in finding the actual pattern being
used. The approach, we followed is described here as: message block1 M1 contains all
the eighth and first bit of each byte of the secret bits; message block2 M2 contains all
the seventh and second bit of each byte; message block3 M3 contains all the sixth and
third bit of each byte; and message block4 M4 contains the fifth and fourth bit of each
byte of message as described below.

M1 = 8th bit of 1st byte of the message, 1st bit of 1st byte, 8th bit of 2nd byte, 1st bit of 2nd byte............

M2 = 7th bit of 1st byte, 2nd bit of 1st byte, 7th bit of 2nd byte, 2nd bit of 2nd byte, 7th bit of 3rd byte, 2nd bit
…....

M3 = 6th bit of 1st byte, 3rd bit of 1st byte, 6th bit of 2nd byte, 3rd bit of 2nd byte, 6th bit of 3rd byte, 3rd bit
…....

M4 = 5th bit of 1st byte, 4th bit of 1st byte, 5th bit of 2nd byte, 4th bit of 2nd byte, 5th bit of 3rd byte, 4th bit…....

Now, concatenate the four message blocks, i.e., MM = [M1, M2, M3, M4];
dividing M = (10111101)2 into four blocks result in M1 = (11)2, M2 = (00)2,
M3 = (11)2, and M4 = (11)2, hence MM= (11001111)2. The third step is to apply
secret key based shuffling. Consider key = B32741586^, shuffle the bits of

Fig. 3 An example of secret pattern used in bits shuffling
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 MM = (11001111)2 and store the resultant bits into a variable MMM. This proce-
dure works as follows.

a. Take the ith digit from the secret key.

b. Separate the secret bit at the ith digit position from MM.

c. Concatenate the separated bit with MMM and increment the value of i.

d. Repeat step (a) to (c) until all bits of MM are shuffled.

Now apply this procedure on MM bits. The first digit of secret key is 3 so the third bit from
MMwill be stored in MMM. Next digit of secret key is 2, so second bit of MM is concatenated
with MMM. Continuing the same procedure for MM bits, the resultant bits attained are:
MMM=(01101111)2. The last step of MLEA is to apply the encrypted secret key based
encryption on MMM. Consider MMM= (01101111)2, secret key resulted from TLEA
(Section 3.1) K2= (10110111)2, and N as an array for storing the final resultant bits. This
fourth sub-procedure works as follows:

a. Initialize the loop counters i and j such that i = 0 and j = 0

b. Select the ith secret bit from MMM

c. Select the jth bit from encrypted secret key K2

d. If the jth bit of secret key K2 is 1

i. perform Temp= (MMM(i)⊕ logical 1)

ii. concatenate Temp with N

Else

Concatenate MMM (i) with N without bitxor operation

End

e. Increment i and j by 1

f. Repeat step (b) to step (e) until all bits are encrypted

Apply this procedure on MMM= (01101111)2 using K2 = (10110111)2. The first bit
of K2 is 1 so N (1) = (1⊕ 1) =0 and N= (1)2. Second bit of K2 is 0, so N becomes
N= (11)2. Third bit of K2 is 1 so N (3) = (1⊕ 1) = 0 and N= (110)2. Proceeding with
the same procedure, the final bits attained are N= (11011000)2. The resultant final bits
(N) of MLEA clearly show that the encrypted bits are completely different from
original bits, i.e., S = (01000010)2 and increase the security of the proposed method.
For decryption purposes, the above four steps are repeated in reverse order for
obtaining the actual hidden data.

3.3 Embedding algorithm

The embedding algorithm is responsible for hiding secret information inside a cover image. It
hides the encrypted message adaptively in blue or green channel on the basis of red channel’s
LSB and encrypted bits of secret key, following the scanning order of stego key. Algorithm 1
illustrates the major steps of the proposed embedding mechanism.

To understand the idea of the proposed embedding algorithm, consider a color host
image P with pixels [Ρ1,Ρ2,Ρ3, .....Ρ8] in the binary form, encrypted secret key bits
(Section 3.1) K2 = (10110111)2, and encrypted secret message bits (Section 3.2)
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 N= (11011000)2. To avoid confusion, we skip some intermediate steps and focus only
on the core idea.

-
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[p1: 11110110, 11010110, 11010110],  [p2: 11010110, 10010110, 10010100],

[p3: 11010111, 11100110, 11110110], [p4: 10110110, 10100110, 11010111],

[p5: 11011110, 10000111, 11010110],  [p6: 11011010, 10110110, 11010111],

[p7: 11010101, 10010101, 10010110], [p8: 11011110, 11010110, 11000110].

Start the embedding process from pixel P1. First, decide the channel in which a
secret message bit will be embedded with the help of bitxor operation of red channel
LSB and encrypted secret bit of stego key. The LSB of the red channel in pixel P1 is
0 and the first bit of K2 is 1. The XOR result (0⊕ 1) = 1, so replace the LSB of green
channel of pixel P1 with the first secret bit of N. For the second pixel P2, (0⊕ 0) = 0,
so replace the LSB of blue channel. For pixel P3, (1⊕ 1) = 0, so replace the LSB of
blue channel and so on. The pixels [Ρ1

′ ,Ρ2
′ ,Ρ3

′ , .....Ρ8
′ ] are the resultant pixels of the

stego image.

[p1': 11110110, 11010111, 11010110],  [p2': 11010110, 10010111, 10010101],

[p3': 11010111, 11100110, 11110110], [p4': 10110110, 10100111, 11010110],

[p5': 11011110, 10000110, 11010111],  [p6': 11011010, 10110110, 11010110],

[p7': 11010101, 10010101, 10010110], [p8': 11011110, 11010110, 11000110].

Herein, the bold face LSBs show the embedding positions in terms of pixels and
channels. The bold face underlined LSBs signify that these LSBs are changed
during data hiding. From stego image pixels, it is clear that approximately 50 %
of the pixels change. Furthermore, the pixel value in the proposed approach is
increased or decreased by just 1 and hence do not bring noticeable distortion in
the stego image.

3.4 Extraction algorithm

The extraction algorithm is used to extract the hidden secret data from the stego
image. To successfully extract data, various parameters, patterns, and secret keys are
used including a random permutation matrix, secret key and shuffling pattern of
TLEA, blocks division policy and MLEA, and stego key of data embedding method.
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 These properties augment the security feature of the proposed framework, making data
extraction more challenging for attackers. Algorithm 2 illustrates the major steps of
the proposed extraction mechanism.
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 4 Experimental results and discussion

This section explains the experimental results of the proposed algorithm and other five algorithms
including classic LSB (CLSB), ST-FMM [23], SCC [3], Karim’s method [36], and PIT [18],
which were coded using MATLAB R2013a with a Core i5 desktop PC, having 8 GB RAM and
3.40GHz processor. The images for the testing purposes were obtained from different open
sources in Internet and public dataset USC-SIPI-ID [11], containing standard images of Lena,
baboon, f16jet, house, building, and peppers, resulting in a dataset of 50 images. These images
are considered as standard images for evaluation of steganography and watermarking algorithms
and play an important role in benchmarking [33]. Most of the algorithms developed in this area
are usually tested using these standard images due to their suitability of evaluation, because they
contain both smooth and edgy images, having statistically rich information. Therefore, we have
also considered these images for both quantitative and qualitative evaluation. Extensive exper-
iments were performed from various perspectives, aiming at performance evaluation of the
algorithms under consideration, which are illustrated in sub-sequent sections.

4.1 Quantitative evaluation

In this section, quantitative evaluation is performed using various IQAMs based on a set of
standard test images. We have evaluated the performance of all methods under consideration
using multiple IQAMs based on a dataset of 50 images. The results are collected based on four
well-known IQAMs from three perspectives [40], considering varying image dimension and
payloads. The evaluation metrics include PSNR, NCC, RMSE, and SSIM, which can be
computed using Eqs. 1–5 as follows:

PSNR ¼ 10log10
C2

max

MSE

� �
ð1Þ

MSE ¼ 1

MN

XM
x¼1

XN
y¼1

Sxy−Cxy

� �
2 ð2Þ

NCC ¼

XM
x¼1

XN
y¼1

Sxy � Cxy

� �

XM
x¼1

XN
y¼1

Sxy
� �2

ð3Þ

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RMSE

p
ð4Þ

SSIM ¼
2μxμy þ const1

� �
� 2σxy þ const2
� �

μ2
x þ μ2

y þ const1
� �

� σ2
x þ σ2

y þ const2
� � ð5Þ

where C acts as a host image, S represents the stego image, Cmax shows the maximum value of
pixel in both original and stego image, x and y are subscripted variables, M and N indicate
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 image resolution in pixels, const1 and const2 avoid division by zero exception, and the rest of
the symbols are statistical parameters.

PSNR is a well-known quality measuringmetric, calculating the amount of distortion between
the input image and marked image in unit of decibel (dB). A higher score of PSNR indicates
better image quality, reducing the chances of detection by HVS [27]. Tables 2, 6, and 10 represent
PSNR scores of the proposed scheme in comparison with other schemes, showing better quality
of the marked images obtained by the proposed scheme, which in turn validates its effectiveness.
To visualize the quality of the marked images, a set of popular host andmarked images are shown
in Figs. 4, 5, and 6, indicating different perspectives of the experiments conducted.

Sajjad et al. [48] and Muhammad et al. [40] argued that multiple IQAMs should be used for
quality measurement to fully assess the performance of a given method. Therefore, we have used
another metric RMSE to estimate the amount of error between the input image and marked
image. Chai and Draxler [5] also proved that RMSE is more suitable thanMAE in measuring the
error distribution. A minimum score of RMSE indicates minimum amount of error, illustrating
the efficiency of the method. Tables 4 and 9 show that the RMSE results of the proposed method
are smaller than other mentioned schemes in many cases, indicating its superiority.

To further evaluate the effectiveness of various techniques, we have used NCC, which
measures the closeness of the input image to its corresponding marked image in the range of 0
to 1. A value of NCC close to 1 represents better quality of the marked image [35]. Tables 3
and 8 show NCC based results where the proposed approach obtains higher scores of NCC
than other schemes, highlighting its better performance.

RMSE along with its PSNR produces incorrect results in certain circumstances [49];
therefore, another metric BSSIM^ has been used for evaluation, filtering out the performance
of each method. The closer the score of SSIM to 1, the better is the performance and vice
versa. Tables 5 and 7 show the quantitative results based on SSIM, where the proposed method
achieves higher values of SSIM, demonstrating its better results compared to other methods.

Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 illustrate the quantitative results of variousmethods including the proposed
method from perspective1, where a message of size 8 KB is embedded in 50 images using the
proposed method and other schemes. The mean value of each metric for each corresponding
scheme is shown in bold font over fifty images. The average scores of the proposed method in
most of the cases are equal or higher than existing methods, indicating its better performance.

Tables 6, 7, 8 and 9 show the quantitative results of the proposed scheme and other
mentioned schemes using perspective2, keeping the message size variable with multiple
images of same resolution. The average values using four different IQAMs are shown in bold
font in Tables 6, 7, 8 and 9 which successfully dominate the competing methods in terms of
PSNR, SSIM, and NCC. However in case of RMSE, the proposed method gives better results
compared to PIT and ST-FMM only.

Table 10 shows the quantitative analysis based results using perspective3. This type of
experiment embeds a message of size 8 KB in different images of variable dimensions. The
average PSNR values shown in bold face in Table 10 confirm that the proposed method
outperforms the existing methods in case of perspective3 also, hence verifying its improved
performance. In addition, the comparative results of the proposed method based on PSNR with
recent high-payload state-of-the-art methods including LSB-M [31], PIT [18], and LSB-MR

1 Hiding a fixed size message inside multiple images of same resolution, e.g., embedding 8 KB data in 50 images
of resolution 256 × 256 pixels
2 Hiding variable amount of message inside multiple images of same resolution
3 Hiding fixed size message in same images of varying resolutions
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[32] are shown in Fig. 7. It is clear from Fig. 7 that the performance of SCC, PIT, and Karim’s
method are relatively same. LSB-M obtains better results than SCC, PIT, ST-FMM, and
Karim’s method. However, LSB-MR dominates other algorithms except CLSB and the
proposed scheme. ST-FMM provides worse results according to this experiment. The proposed
scheme also produces encouraging results in this experiment, validating its high image quality,
which in turn reduces the chances of HVS detection.

4.2 Qualitative evaluation

The performance of a steganographic algorithm can also be measured by qualitative evaluation
using HVS, considering visual quality of marked images and histogram changeability. For this
purpose, the histograms of stego images, produced by CLSB, SCC, PIT, ST-FMM, Karim’s
technique, and the proposed technique are calculated as shown in Fig. 8. The marked images
are generated hiding a message of size 8 KB in the famous Lena image using the proposed
scheme as well as other schemes under consideration. From HVS based results in Fig. 8, it can
be noted that the stego image and its histogram produced by the proposed approach are almost
same as the original cover image and its histogram, thus validating the superiority of the
proposed method.

(a); PSNR=61.623 (b); PSNR=58.6688 (c); PSNR=56.9081 (d); PSNR=55.8902 

(e); PSNR=61.7022 (f); PSNR=58.6706 (g); PSNR=56.8918 (h); PSNR=55.9027 

Fig. 5 Visualization of marked images for perspective2. In first row, Lena image with its four versions is shown,
containing (2, 4, 6, and 8) KB payload, respectively. In row 2, the stego image Bbuilding^ is depicted with
various sizes of payload

(a) (b) (c) (d)

PSNR=47.8747 PSNR=42.5434 PSNR=52.7303 PSNR= 53.1665

Fig. 4 Visualization of dataset test images for perspective1. First row represents host images of a baboon, b
Lena, c house, and d F16jet, respectively. The second row visualizes marked images with their corresponding
PSNR score, containing secret information
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4.3 Stego-key sensitivity analysis

To increase the security of a steganographic algorithm, the length of stego key should be large
enough to make a brute force attack infeasible because the larger the stego key length is, the
more time is required by an attacker breaking the algorithm. In a brute force attack, the attacker
tries all possible combination of letters in breaking the algorithm [15, 37]. In the proposed
method, if the attacker successfully unravels the secret key, he or she is still unable to extract
the original secret data because secret key is encrypted by TLEA, requiring additional secret
parameters.

The length of stego key in the proposed method is set to eight digits for simplicity avoiding
large computational cost. The range of digits for stego key is 1–8 with no repetition. One can
further increase the security by increasing the length of the stego key. For instance, the current
stego key is Key = 32741586, which can be extended to Key = B32741586 73461258
84275163^, increasing further its security. It should be noted that there is no repetition in
each 8 digit block of extended key. The same way other supporting keys can be extended for
better security. In this case, the first byte can be embedded using the first eight digits of the key,
the second byte can be hidden using the next eight digits of the key, and so on up to end of
secret information.

(a);PSNR=42.1212 
(b); PSNR=47.4919 (c); PSNR=48.7445 (d); PSNR=49.8573 

(e); PSNR=64.716 (f); PSNR=47.49 (g); PSNR=47.9844 
(h); PSNR=48.9023 

Fig. 6 Visualization of marked images for perspective3. a, b, c, d: standard Lena image with resolutions
(128 × 128, 256 × 256, 512 × 512 and 1024 × 1024 pixels); e, f, g, h: Building image with different dimensions

Table 3 Quantitative evaluation using NCC for comparison between the proposed technique and other
techniques from perspective1

Serial# Image name CLSB method SCC [3] method PIT [18] ST-FMM [23] Karim’s method [36] Proposed method

1 F16jet 0.9997 0.9997 0.9996 0.9993 0.9997 0.9997

2 Building-1 0.9795 0.9795 0.9795 0.9993 0.9796 0.9796

3 Baboon 0.9998 0.9998 0.9997 0.999 0.9998 0.9998

4 House 0.9999 0.9999 0.9998 0.9994 0.9999 0.9999

5 Trees 0.999 0.999 0.9989 0.9997 0.999 0.999

6 Moon 0.9998 0.9998 0.9997 0.999 0.9998 0.9998

7 Lena 0.9999 1 0.9999 0.9994 1 1

8 Parrot 0.9999 0.9991 0.999 0.9985 0.9991 0.9991

9 Laser-Light 0.9967 0.9938 0.9937 0.9992 0.9938 0.9938

10 Kite 0.9762 0.9582 0.9582 0.9974 0.9582 0.9582

Avg. of 50 images 0.96682 0.952922 0.9529 0.998448 0.952924 0.952924
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4.4 Execution time based comparison

Execution time is an important factor for measuring the efficiency of any steganographic
scheme. An algorithm is considered to be the best one if it takes small segment of time during
computation. Due to this, the proposed algorithm was analysed for its execution time,
comparing with other state-of-the-art schemes. Table 11 indicates the time required by each
algorithm for data embedding and PSNR calculation.

The results were collected executing each mentioned algorithm fifteen times while hiding a
text file of size 8 KB in fifty images. The scores with bold font show the average running time
of each algorithm over 15 iterations. The results indicate that the proposed algorithm requires
less time for data embedding than SCC technique and high-payload scheme, e.g., PIT, but
takes slightly more time than Karim’s method. On the other hand, CLSB and ST-FMM are
relatively fast algorithms compared to the proposed scheme, PIT, and SCC, but fail to achieve

Table 5 Quantitative SSIM based results for performance evaluation of proposed method and other methods
from perspective1

Serial# Image name CLSB method SCC [3] method PIT [18] ST-FMM [23] Karim’s method [36] Proposed method

1 Peppers 0.8843 0.8774 0.8756 0.9488 0.8773 0.8773

2 F16jet 0.9976 0.9985 0.9964 0.9797 0.9985 0.9985

3 Building-1 0.9963 0.9973 0.9948 0.9765 0.9972 0.9973

4 Baboon 0.9989 0.9993 0.9985 0.9925 0.9992 0.9992

5 House 0.9983 0.999 0.9974 0.986 0.9989 0.9989

6 Trees 0.9964 0.997 0.9956 0.9858 0.997 0.997

7 Moon 0.9976 0.9986 0.9965 0.9786 0.9985 0.9985

8 Lena 0.9981 0.9989 0.9971 0.9822 0.9989 0.9988

9 Masjid 0.9843 0.9828 0.981 0.9881 0.9828 0.9828

10 Baboon-2 0.9953 0.9938 0.9928 0.9888 0.9937 0.9937

Avg. of 50 images 0.96897 0.95604 0.954382 0.975158 0.955982 0.955984

Table 4 Quantitative RMSE based results for comparison between the proposed scheme and other competitive
methods from perspective1

Serial# Image name CLSB method SCC [3] method PIT [18] ST-FMM [23] Karim’s method [36] Proposed method

1 Lena 0.2785 0.2773 0.6019 1.7284 0.2785 0.2855

2 F16jet 0.2787 0.2801 0.5981 1.7358 0.2789 0.2856

3 Trees 0.2783 0.2784 0.5966 1.7276 0.2782 0.2853

4 Peppers 0.2714 0.273 0.5879 1.6937 0.272 0.2803

5 House 0.2781 0.2757 0.5957 1.7255 0.2771 0.2833

6 Baboon-3 0.2769 0.2775 0.5977 1.7242 0.2772 0.2838

7 Moon 0.2768 0.2775 0.5936 1.7383 0.2768 0.2845

8 Temple 0.2792 0.2796 0.5999 1.7311 0.2773 0.2839

9 Building1 0.2757 0.2764 0.5921 1.7233 0.2771 0.2838

10 Baboon 0.276 0.2772 0.5971 1.737 0.2764 0.284

Avg. of 50 images 0.27129 0.27469 0.586944 1.695824 0.27405 0.280874
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acceptable image quality and security, limiting their usability. Overall, the proposed framework
is a better combination of running time, security, and visual quality.

4.5 Evaluation of steganography strength

One of the most important parameter of any steganographic algorithm is to find the number of
iterations required for its breaking [6]. An algorithm is considered to be more secure if it
requires large number of iterations applying any brute force approach [12]. Keeping in view
this concern, the number of iterations required to break the proposed algorithm are calculated
as shown in Table 12.

To clarify the procedure of calculating the number of iterations, consider the key length
k=2 and key=23. Now to apply the brute force approach, we need 100 iterations for key
breaking, i.e., 00, 01, 02.....99. The next operation is to find out the shuffling pattern by
applying different combinations of the given two digits of the stego key, i.e., 23 and 32.
Thus, the total number of iterations required are 10k×k! =100×2!= 200. If we increase the
key length such as k=3 and key=236, then we need to iterate 000–999, i.e., 1000 iterations.

Table 6 Quantitative results using PSNR for comparison between the proposed scheme and other schemes from
perspective2

Image name Secret data (KBs) Cipher size
in bytes

CLSB
method

SCC method [3] PIT [18] ST-FMM [23] Karim’s
method [36]

Proposed
method

Lena with resolution
256 × 256

2 2406 45.8307 45.8314 49.2562 40.3354 45.8317 61.623

4 4177 45.7183 45.7193 49.2242 40.3033 45.7193 58.6688

6 6499 45.6108 45.6128 49.2061 40.2696 45.61 56.9081

8 8192 45.53 45.5296 49.2044 40.249 45.5267 55.8902

Average 45.6725 45.6733 49.2227 40.28933 45.6719 58.2725

Building image with
dimension
256 × 256

2 2406 28.8513 28.8513 28.8378 40.3785 28.8514 61.7022

4 4177 28.8491 28.849 28.8315 40.3356 28.8491 58.6706

6 6499 28.8468 28.8468 28.8253 40.3044 28.8468 56.8918

8 8192 28.8451 28.8451 28.8213 40.2552 28.8451 55.9027

Average 28.8481 28.8481 28.829 40.31843 28.8481 58.2918

Table 7 SSIM based quantitative results for comparison between the proposed scheme and other schemes from
perspective2

Image name Secret data
(KBs)

Cipher size
in bytes

CLSB method SCC method [3] PIT [18] ST-FMM[23] Karim’s
method [36]

Proposed
method

Lena with resolution
256 × 256

2 2406 0.9991 0.9993 0.9971 0.9819 0.9993 0.9997

4 4177 0.9987 0.9991 0.997 0.9818 0.9991 0.9995

6 6499 0.9981 0.9988 0.9968 0.9818 0.9987 0.9991

8 8192 0.9977 0.9985 0.9983 0.9818 0.9984 0.9988

Average 0.9984 0.99893 0.9973 0.98183 0.99888 0.99928

Building image
with dimension
256 × 256

2 2406 0.998 0.9983 0.9964 0.9765 0.9995 0.9995

4 4177 0.9974 0.998 0.9952 0.9765 0.9991 0.9991

6 6499 0.9968 0.9976 0.995 0.9766 0.9987 0.9986

8 8192 0.9963 0.9973 0.9948 0.9765 0.9983 0.9983

Average 0.99713 0.9978 0.99535 0.97653 0.9989 0.99888
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To find out the key shuffling pattern, we iterate the combinations 236, 263, 326, 362, 623, and
632, i.e., 6 combinations. Therefore, the total number of iterations=10k×k!=1000×3!=1000×
6=6000. Continuing the same procedure, a number of keys with different lengths are taken and
the number of iterations required for its breakage are calculated as shown in Table 12, where K
shows the number of digits in the stego key and N represents the image dimensions (that is, 128,
256, 512, and 1024 pixels). The statistics of Table 12 indicate that enlarging the key length in the
proposed framework increases the number of iterations for its cracking which in turn improves its
security.

To further analyze the security strength of the proposed framework, we use Kirchhoff’s
principle [2] and compare the strength of our algorithm with Para et al. [44] and El Hennawy
et al. [12] schemes. The Kirchhoff’s principle assumes that the data hiding algorithm is known
to the public. In this case, the adversaries need the information about secret keys, making their
selection more challenging. Therefore, it is desired to use complex secret keys, having enough
larger length to resist against brute-force attacks.

Our framework uses four main sub-keys with minimum length of 64 bits each,
resulting in a master key of 216 bits. The keys include secret key of 64 bits and
secret pattern of 64 bits for TLEA, shuffling pattern of 64 bits for MLEA, and stego

Table 8 NCC based quantitative results for comparison between the proposed scheme and other schemes from
perspective2

Image name Secret data
(KBs)

Cipher size
in bytes

CLSB method SCC method [3] PIT [18] ST-FMM [23] Karim’s
method [36]

proposed
method

Lena with resolution
256 × 256

2 2406 0.9996 0.9996 0.9999 0.9994 0.9996 1

4 4177 0.9996 0.9996 0.9999 0.9994 0.9996 1

6 6499 0.9996 0.9996 0.9999 0.9994 0.9996 1

8 8192 0.9996 0.9996 0.9999 0.9994 0.9996 1

Average 0.9996 0.9996 0.9999 0.9994 0.9996 1

Building image
with dimension
256 × 256

2 2406 0.9796 0.9796 0.9795 0.9993 0.9796 1

4 4177 0.9796 0.9796 0.9795 0.9993 0.9796 1

6 6499 0.9796 0.9796 0.9795 0.9993 0.9796 1

8 8192 0.9795 0.9795 0.9795 0.9993 0.9796 1

Average 0.97958 0.97958 0.9795 0.9993 0.9796 1

Table 9 Perspective2 based comparison of proposed approach with other methods using RMSE

Image name Secret data
(KBs)

Cipher size
in bytes

CLSB method SCC method [3] PIT [18] ST-FMM [23] Karim’s
method [36]

Proposed
method

Lena with resolution
256 × 256

2 2406 0.1437 0.1429 0.6019 1.734 0.143 0.1473

4 4177 0.2039 0.2036 0.6082 1.7383 0.2031 0.2063

6 6499 0.249 0.2484 0.619 1.7432 0.2491 0.2523

8 8192 0.2785 0.2787 0.6199 1.7457 0.2794 0.2855

Average 0.21878 0.2184 0.61225 1.7403 0.21865 0.22285

Building image
with dimension
256 × 256

2 2406 0.1416 0.1433 0.5863 1.7176 0.142 0.1447

4 4177 0.2012 0.2023 0.5911 1.718 0.202 0.2058

6 6499 0.2454 0.2468 0.5914 1.7156 0.2477 0.2526

8 8192 0.2757 0.2764 0.5921 1.717 0.2775 0.2847

Average 0.21598 0.2172 0.59023 1.71705 0.2173 0.22195
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key of 64 bits for SKA-LSB scheme. The detailed security analyses is described as
follows:

Master key length= 216 bits
Key space = 2216 = 1.0531×1065 keys
If a malicious user produces 1 million keys per second, then it will take the following

amount of time.

Amount of time required for breakage = 2216

106�365�86400
¼ 3:3394� 1051 (Years)

Average= 1.6697×1051 (Years)

The analysis is repeated for Parah et al. [44] method and El Hennawy et al. [12] scheme.
The results shown in Table 13 indicate that the proposed framework offers much better
security against brute-force attack in a cost-effective manner.
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Fig. 7 PSNR based comparison of the proposed scheme with high-payload state-of-the-art methods

Table 10 Quantitative results using PSNR for comparison between the proposed scheme and other schemes
from perspective3

Image name Image dimensions CLSB method SCC method [3] PIT [18] ST-FMM [23] Karim’s
method [36]

Proposed
method

Lena image 128 × 128 42.1208 42.1201 41.368 40.3257 42.121 42.1212

256 × 256 45.531 45.5286 45.9463 40.2378 45.5343 47.4919

512 × 512 47.0517 47.0523 47.1957 40.3152 47.0515 48.7445

1024 × 1024 48.9022 48.9023 48.9566 40.3378 48.902 49.8573

Average 45.90143 45.90083 45.86665 40.30413 45.9022 47.053725

Building image 128 × 128 64.8137 64.656 49.1793 40.4385 64.72 64.716

256 × 256 46.3978 46.3994 46.9153 40.2848 46.3958 47.49

512 × 512 48.7443 48.7432 48.9566 40.4097 48.7425 47.9844

1024 × 1024 49.0109 49.0109 49.0666 40.4239 49.0106 48.9023

Average 52.24168 52.20238 48.52945 40.38923 52.21723 52.273175
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Fig. 8 Visual quality assessment of marked images, produced by CLSB, SCC, PIT, ST-FMM, Karim’s method,
and the proposed scheme

Table 11 Execution Time (sec) analysis based comparison of the proposed method with other methods

Iteration# Classic LSB
method

SCC [3]
method

PIT [18] ST-FMM [23] Karim’s
method [36]

Proposed
method

1 15.01356 26.10996 54.5771 13.4949 24.06434 27.040601

2 14.67699 25.72126 53.20009 13.00397 18.80812 26.168807

3 14.72414 25.14657 59.37227 13.74399 20.94527 25.900238

4 14.78429 22.59389 56.3436 13.68522 16.79531 19.13727

5 14.90971 22.01468 52.99203 10.58982 17.59227 22.221128

6 14.8083 24.42272 101.4388 13.13324 20.28701 18.004642

7 14.65838 25.71366 64.84528 11.52611 21.52358 22.398091

8 17.83017 25.74213 77.006943 12.62904 23.1757 24.800869

9 14.68486 27.89002 105.1882 18.38744 21.73853 22.761408

10 14.748854 25.57424 93.43394 14.6174 22.41336 18.215256

Average of 15 iterations 14.9386 25.1488 65.6662 13.3804 21.2342 22.8586063
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4.6 Summary of overall performance evaluation

In this section, we summarize the performance of all steganographic schemes under consid-
eration based on the aforementioned results. It is highly agreed by researchers of this area that
there are three main metrics based on which the performance of new steganographic tech-
niques can be evaluated using a magic triangle, represented by Chen at al. [9]. These metrics
include imperceptibility, capacity, and robustness. Imperceptibility refers to the image quality
of marked images measured based on various IQAMs. Capacity indicates the amount of secret
data embedded in cover images known as payload. Robustness shows the resiliency of a given
technique against image processing attacks. In addition, there are two more metrics which are
also considered for evaluation known as security and computational complexity [38, 52]. The
target of any steganographic algorithm is to achieve high payload with better security and
imperceptibility, keeping itself computationally in-expensive with resiliency against attacks.
However, there is a trade-off among these metrics, making the achievement of this target more
challenging.

The payload of an algorithm is measured using bits per pixel (bpp) which is 1 bpp
for our algorithm and other competing techniques excluding PIT and ST-FMM. The
capacity of PIT is higher among the mentioned schemes, but it is computationally
very expensive as validated from Table 11, restricting its usage in real-time applica-
tions. The capacity of ST-FFM is not guaranteed to be 1bpp in all cases due to its

Table 13 Comparison of the proposed method with other schemes in terms of security

Technique name Key length (bits) Key space Amount of time for breaking (years)

Parah et al. [44] 57 257 2.2849 × 103

El Hennawy et al. [12] 128 2128 5.3951 × 1024

Proposed Method 216 2216 1.6697 × 1051

Table 12 Evaluation of the strength of the proposed algorithm in terms of number of iterations

Serial# Key length
(K) [Number
of digits]

Number of operations
for stego key
(10k × k!)

Number of operations
for whole algorithm
(10k × k!) ×N2

1 8 4.032E + 12 4.032E + 12 ×N2

2 16 2.09228E + 29 2.09228E+ 29×N2

3 32 2.63131E + 67 2.63131E+ 67×N2

4 64 1.2689E+ 153 1.2689E + 153×N2

5 72 6.1234E+ 175 6.1234E + 175×N2

6 80 7.1569E+ 198 7.1569E + 198×N2

7 88 1.8548E+ 222 1.8548E + 222×N2

8 96 9.9168E+ 245 9.9168E + 245×N2

9 104 1.0299E+ 270 1.0299E + 270×N2

10 112 1.9745E+ 294 1.9745E + 294×N2
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dependency on window size, hence limiting its suitability for applications requiring a
minimum of 1 bpp. The imperceptibility has been evaluated by various IQAMs for all
techniques under consideration, and it can be confirmed from Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9 and 10 that the proposed framework achieves higher scores in most cases,
validating its improved performance.

The robustness property is highly demanded in watermarking applications, which
can be achieved by exploring transform domain techniques such as DWT4 and DCT,5

compromising on high computational complexity and lower payload [28]. The spatial
domain techniques are relatively less robust, indicating their limitation [6], we per-
formed an experiment for robustness evaluation as conducted by authors of [33]. In
this experiment, we hide a secret image of size 64 × 64 pixels inside 50 cover images
of the dataset, setting their size to 512 × 512 pixels. The secret image is then extracted
from the stego images, which have been attacked by salt & pepper noise having
density 0.05. The quality of retrieved images is then measured using PSNR, whose
results are shown in Table 14, indicating comparatively better resiliency of the
proposed method against noise attack and thus validating its robustness.

The fourth metric security refers to the level of barriers in the way of attackers and
difficulty in extraction of secret data. CLSB method is straight forward with no
security consideration; hence, it is easy for adversaries to extract data. The SCC
method disperses data in three channels but in fixed cyclic order, enabling attackers
for easy extraction if some initial pixels get cracked. Karim’s method provides better
security compared to CLSB, SCC, and ST-FMM due to concept of indicators but
direct embedding of sensitive information without encryption limits its applications.
The security of the proposed method can be confirmed using Tables 12 and 13 of
Section 4.5, providing enough security against brute-force attack. The computational
complexity of the proposed scheme is also lower than SCC and PIT approaches as
shown in Table 11. With these achievements, it can be concluded that the proposed
framework successfully maintains a better trade-off among image quality, payload,
security, and computational complexity, extending its suitability for secure communi-
cation over the Internet.

4 Discrete Wavelength Transform
5 Discrete Cosine Transform

Table 14 PSNR based robustness evaluation of the proposed method with other competing methods using salt
& pepper noise having density 0.05

Serial# Image name CLSB
method

SCC [3]
method

PIT [18] ST-FMM [23] Karim’s
method [36]

Proposed
method

1 Peppers 34.7114 30.0124 32.4389 26.7176 27.1899 34.7691

2 Lena 34.5886 30.1284 28.4031 26.9048 26.918 35.6021

3 House 34.7114 29.4317 29.1023 27.0404 26.9328 34.0198

4 Baboon 34.6121 26.4387 25.6398 26.7673 26.9407 34.5581

5 Airplane 34.6595 25.3821 28.5631 26.914 26.9504 35.9032

Average over 50 images 35.0131 28.6666 29.1458 27.1272 27.1321 35.2071
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 5 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we proposed a secure image steganographic framework for secure transmission
of secret information over the public network. A steganographic technique that focuses only on
payload or image quality is not sufficient to be used in current security applications. Our
framework used SKA-LSB substitution method and multi-level cryptography, producing a
security system that maintains a better trade-off between image quality, payload, security, and
computational complexity. We explored TLEA and MLEA for encryption of secret key and
secret information, respectively, and used SKA-LSB substitution method for its embedding,
making data extraction more challenging for adversaries. We evaluated our framework
quantitatively and qualitatively based on various IQAMs, producing better image quality with
a reasonable payload. Our framework is also computationally in-expensive and provides
higher security compared to other state-of-the-art techniques. Due to these characteristics,
our framework is relatively more suitable for secure transmission of EPR to healthcare centers,
top-secret sensitive communication between intelligence departments, and secure private
communication.

In future, the authors tend to increase the payload by analyzing the correlation between
pixels and use saliency detection models to hide data in relatively less salient regions, avoiding
attackers’ attention. Sparse coding is also a future consideration for integration with the
proposed framework to make it more resilience against image processing attacks.
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